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Comments

Proposed change

It is mentioned in the first sentence that this test
method will determine the whether the product will
disintergrate sufficiently and will be compatible
with wastewater transport system. This method is
IWSFG PAS 3– Slosh Box provides a testing
one of the criteria in determining whether the
method to determine whether the product will fully
product is safe for wastewater transport system in
disintegrate.
addition to other test methods. Moreover, there is
no evidence or field sudy for these test method to
validate that it is safe for wastewater transport
system and the product will fully disintegrate.
Please provide a reference of Reynolds numbers
of 20,000 which is found in continuous flow
condition in wastewater transport system
It is mention that the cam shall be 16 rpm. Does
Please check what cam speed corresponds to
this rpm equivalent to Reynolds number of
Reynolds number of 20,000.
20,000?

Ge

It is mentioned that only five (5) specimen are
required for each complete testing. A typical slosh
box intrument has 3 boxes which means three
samples can be tested at a time. Having one
empty box for the next two sample testing will
unnecessarily create disturbance in the slosh box
instrument.

Te

Instead of two sheet of toilet tissue, 6 sheets of
It was said that the specimen size shall be either toilet tissue should be used for testing criteria
one or two sheets of toilet paper but in reality and irrespective of the type and mass of toilet tissue
actual use its more than 2 sheets of toilet tissue. as nobody uses 2 sheets of toilet tissue for their
personal usage.

6 sample are required for each complete
testing. It is recommended that, where
possible, specimens should be obtained at
least from two distinct packages or rolls of a
product (3 from one and 3 from the other).
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The test measures the overall breaking down of
wipes/tissue in water with certain hydraulic forces.
Please provide a reference backed by field/lab
study on how 16 rpm of cam speed and 4L of
water provides hydraulic forces which can be
found similar in wastewater and treatment system.
Please provide rationale behind the changes
made compared to first draft from a 120 min test
to a 30 min test.
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It is mentioned that the slosh box should be filled
with 4L of water. Does 16 rpm of cam speed and
4L of water equivalent to Reynolds number of
20,000?
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Te

It is mentioned that the passing criteria for test
product should be greater than 95% in 30 mins.

Te

It is mentioned that the sample must be hold for
30 min in drainline or dry contianer before placing Sample must be used immediately for testing after
it in the slosh box. Keeping the sample in drainline taking out from drainline to prevent drying out of
or dry container will have dramatic effect on the
sample.
test. 30 min will significantly dry the sample out.

Te

Please provide rationale behind the change
proposed for slosh box angle and how it simulates
the hydraulic forces found in the wastewater
transport system.
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The slosh box angle was set for 11.0 degrees.
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